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ABSTRACT: For many sensible applications, Quantum computers supply major speed-ups over ancient 
machines. The assembly of quantum chips has recently created tremendous strides, with the amount of Qubits 
increasing and fidelity increasing. The tiniest unit of data is that the digit i.e. bit normally computing. In 
Quantum Computing the term Qubit (Quantum Bit) is employed for an equivalent purpose. So as to differentiate 
between a classical bit and a Qubit, Bra-Ket or Dirac notation is employed. So, the Qubits area unit described as 

|0〉 and |1〉 and area unit usually scan as Ket zero for zero state and Ket one for one state. During this paper 
chiefly programming and application sides of Quantum computing area unit centred. For that, Qis kit module 
and its tools area unit employed in Python artificial language. General circuit improvement theme is given. The 
Quantum circuits with the idea of Quantum Gates enforced area unit stronger compared to the optimizing 
formula and with quicker execution time. Additionally, for prime resolving, access to IBM's Quantum pc is 
disbursed with success. For that, Qis kit module and its tools area unit employed in Python artificial language.  
 
KEYWORDS: Performance evaluation, Quantum computing, High performance computing, Qubit, software 
algorithms, process control, software. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Quantum computing is a type of computation that harnesses the collective properties of quantum states, such as 
superposition, interference, and entanglement, to perform calculations. Everyday computers perform 
calculations and process information using the standard (or classical) model of computation. The power of the 
quantum computer,  meanwhile, lies in its much richer repertoire of states. A quantum computer also has bits 
but instead of 0 and 1, its quantum bits, or Qubits, can represent a 0, 1, or linear combination of both, which is a 
property known as superposition. Since a computer whose bits  can be intermediate between 0 and 1 is just an 
analog computer, scarcely more powerful than an ordinary digital computer. However, a quantum computer 
takes advantage of a special kind of superposition that n allows for exponentially many logical states at once, all 
the states from|00…0| to|11…1| . This is a powerful feat, and no classical computer can achieve it. The vast 
majority of quantum superpositions, and the ones most useful for quantum computation, is entangled. Entangled 
states are states of the whole computer that do not correspond to any assignment of digital or analog states of the 
individual Qubits. A quantum computer is therefore significantly more powerful than any one classical. 
Computer whether it be deterministic, probabilistic, or analog . To augment the available computing power by 
working in tandem with classical computers. Envisaged to facilitate development and breakthroughs by 
providing solutions to problems that never been solved before.  
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II.RELATEDWORK  

 

plant AN economical quantum circuits optimizing theme compared with QIS Kit July 2018 [online] the event of 
quantum chips has created nice progress – the quantity of qubits is increasing and also the fidelity is obtaining 
higher. However, qubits of those chips don't seem to be perpetually totally connected, that sets extra barriers for 
implementing quantum algorithms and programming quantum programs.  
 
Scaffold: Quantum programming language" Technical report 2012.Quantum programming is that the method of 
collection sequences of directions, known as quantum programs, that are capable of running on a quantum pc. 
Quantum programming languages facilitate categorical quantum algorithms exploitation high-level constructs.  
 On the complexness of quantum circuit compilation conference on Combinatorial Search 2018.Quantum circuit 
compilation (QCC) is a crucial drawback within the rising field of quantum computing. The matter encompasses 
a robust connectedness to combinatorial search, as finding approaches recently printed embrace constraint 
programming and temporal designing. High performance emulation of quantum circuits Int  Conf. for prime 
Performance Computing Networking Storage and Analysis pp. 74 2016.  
 
As quantum computers of non-trivial size become on the market within the close to future, it's imperative to 
develop tools to emulate tiny quantum computers. This enables for validation and debugging of algorithms yet 
as exploring hardware-software co-design to guide the event of quantum hardware and architectures. 
 

III.METHODOLOGY  

 

The quality category P is outlined because the set of issues resolvable by a electronic computer in polynomial 
time. Similarly, quantum quality categories are also outlined exploitation quantum models of computation, like 
the quantum circuit model or the equivalent quantum electronic computer. one in all the most aims of quantum 
quality theory is to seek out however these categories relate to classical quality categories like P, NP, BPP, and 
PSPACE. One of the reasons quantum complexity theory is studied are the implications of quantum computing 
for the modernChurch-Turingthesis.NP problems are problems that cannot be solved in polynomial time by 
classical computers, but the answers to the problem can be verified quickly with a classical computer. Asking 
what are the prime factors of a number is an NP problem, as it can be easily verified if x is the prime factor of a 
number y, however it is very hard for the computer to find out its prime factors. In short, the modern Church-
Turing thesis states that any computational model can be simulated in polynomial time with aprobabilistic 
Turingmachine. However, questions around the Church-Turing thesis arise in the context of quantum 
computing. It is unclear whether the Church-Turing thesis holds for the quantum computation model. There is 
much evidence that the thesis does not hold. It may not be possible for a probabilistic Turing machine to 
simulate quantum computation models in polynomial time. The complexity class of decision problems that can 
be solved on a non-deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time. NP is all the problems that classical 
computers can't necessarily solve quickly, but for which they can quickly verify an answer if presented with one 
n computational complexity theory, bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP) is the class of decision 
problems solvable by a quantum computer in polynomial time, with an error probability of at most 1/3 for all 
instances.[1] It is the quantum analogue to the complexity class BPP. A decision problem is a member of BQP if 
there exists a quantum algorithm (an algorithm that runs on a quantum computer) that solves the decision 
problem with high probability and is guaranteed to run in polynomial time. A run of the algorithm will correctly 
solve the decision problem with a probability of at least 2/3. the best solution to a problem (according to some 
criteria) from a set of possible solutions. Mostly, the optimization problem is formulated as a minimization 
problem, where one tries to minimize an error which depends on the solution: the optimal solution has the 
minimal error. Different optimization techniques are applied in various fields such as mechanics, economics and 
engineering, and as the complexity and amount of data involved rise, more efficient ways of solving 
optimization problems are needed. The power of quantum computing may allow problems which are not 
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practically feasible on classical computers to be solved, or suggest a considerable speed up with respect to the 
best-known classical algorithm.  

IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Figures shows the results of Application of quantum computing for electronics. The simulation of half adder 
given as a example figure (A) describe the quantum circuit for generation of bell state and figure(B) and figure 
(C) describes the  quantum circuit for zero’s and one’s states.  

 

 
                                                                                   (A)  

 
  

(B)                                                                                                  (C) 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Quantum computers have the potential to revolutionize computation by making certain types of classically 
intractable problems solvable. While no quantum computer is yet sophisticated enough to carry out calculations 
that a classical computer can't, great progress is under way. The quantum computers are faster compared to the 
normal ordinary (or)digital computer.  
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